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1 Introduction

Detailed instructions on how to setup a system or device are contained in a configuration
manual. The manual’s objective is to completely outline how to conduct the research
study. Additionally, it specifies the machine configuration required to build and run the
models. The steps entail setting up both the minimal setup recommended for a project
to succeed as well as the applications and packages that are required.

2 Project Files Detail

The Google Collab program is used in this project for data preparation and exploration,
while the Jupiter notebook is used for modelling and evaluation.

Case study-1:

• Case-study-1-file-1(Google Collab): fetch the .TXT file of accident and mines data
(raw data) from google drive After exploration and processing, the results will be
exported as. XLSX file.

• Case-study-1-file-2(Jupyter Notebook): Modelling and evaluation are done in this
file using the results of file-1 .XLSX using jupyter notebook.

The same process is followed in Case study 2 and 3.

3 System Specification

A system specification is a written description of a system’s technical specs and require-
ments. It often contains information about the system’s parts, functionality, design, and
other technical characteristics. Figure 2 depicts the system configuration used to run this
project, while Figure 1 depicts the Google Collab specification.
The simplest configuration would only require 8 GB of RAM, which would be adequate
to provide the desired results but would require little longer processing times. However,
the suggested configuration ensures that the code runs without any problems.
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Figure 1: Google Collab Specification

Figure 2: System Specification
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4 Software Used

• Microsoft excel: Used for initial exploration.

• Tableau: Used for initial exploration and exploratory data analysis.

• Google Collab: Used for Exploration and processing.

• Jupyter Notebook: For the modelling and evaluation.

5 Download and Install

Based on the operating system, Python must first be installed; the installation of the
most recent version is advised 1. Python 3.10.2 for Windows 11 was downloaded and
installed as the most recent version of the file.
A development environment is needed after Python has been installed to write, run,
and view the output of code. Jupyter Notebook is the most common and user-friendly
platform. It is bundled with the Python distribution, Anaconda 2, for which a suitable
installation can be downloaded depending on the operating system. The Anaconda’s
dashboard is depicted in Figure 3, which also features pre-installed packages like the
Jupyter notebook. The first step in developing Python code is to launch the Jupyter
Notebook and create a new Python file.

Figure 3: System Specification

It is simple to use Google Collab 3 Using a Google account, sign in and add a new
file to the disk. Users have free access to computational tools like GPUs and TPUs
through Google Colab, which can be utilized to execute computationally intensive tasks

1https://www.python.org/downloads/
2https://problemsolvingwithpython.com/01-Orientation/01.03-Installing-Anaconda-on-Windows/
3https://colab.research.google.com/
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like machine learning model training (Bisong; 2019). allows users to leverage the cloud
to run and utilize Jupyter notebooks

6 Project Development

After completing all these steps, you can launch the Jupyter notebook or Collab, click
the new button on top of the file open, and load the scripted file using the file reference
provided in the code section, you will have the option to run all of them simultaneously
or each cell individually. The command ”pip install package-name” should be used if a
package needs to be installed.

6.1 Importing Library

The packages used in the project are displayed in Figure 4. The cloud platform comes
with several necessary libraries already installed. If necessary, additional libraries should
be imported. Since the PySpark is used in the processing to install PySpark on the
system, Figure 5 steps should be followed

Figure 4: Packages used in the Project
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Figure 5: Procedure to Install PySpark

6.2 Importing Files

Figure 6: Procedure to Mount and Fetch Document in Google Collab

Figure 7: Procedure to Fetch the File in Jupyter Notebook

In this research project, File-1 is processed in Google Collab. To run those, the
following procedure must be followed. Figure 6 shows how to mount the Google drive to
the collab. Only after one can fetch the data that has been put in the drive, the path
should be set to the location where the file is. File-2 modeling and evaluation are done
in jupyter notebook from the exported. .xlsx file of file-1. Figure 7 demonstrates how to
get the excel file in the notebook. The path should be set to the local directory where
the file is placed.

6.3 Processing

• Treatment of Missing Values: Missing values are imputed using the KNN imputer.

• Null Values handling: The utilities IsNull() and sum() are used to check for null
values, and the duplicated () function is used to check for duplicates.

• Outliers Treatment: Only the most extreme outliers are revealed by using box
graphs. are removed while keeping an eye out for data loss.

• Normalization: Box Cox and Max Scalar techniques are used to normalize the data
after normalization graphs cheked.
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• Feature selection: There are four steps in it: a determination of whether Constance
features are present, a Pearson correlation analysis, a statistical analysis, and re-
cursive feature deletion.
The packages or libraries to perform the above tasks are shown in the Figure 4.

6.4 Modeling

Before modeling, the significant predictive variables are retrieved from the recursive fea-
ture elimination and loaded to the x-data and y-data functions with the target variable.
If there is an imbalance in the data, smote will be used to balance it, and then the test
train is split and fed into the models. The process is illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Code Snippet of Early Stage of Modeling.

In this study, five machine learning algorithms, and one deep learning algorithm are used.
Each machine learning algorithm uses the following techniques, and the procedure should
be repeated for other algorithms.

6.4.1 Model Without Tuning

Initially, each model is run through without any tuning. After this test and train results
are evaluated, Figure 9 shows the random forest model running without tuning and the
test-train code snippet.

6.4.2 Model With Tuning

The best parameter will be selected when these models are tuned with the various para-
meters; the best parameter selected by the grid-search CV is shown in Figure 10 The
model is fed with n estimators=64, max depth=6, bootstrap=True, min samples leaf=1,
min samples split=5, and the train test results of the same are checked. The packages or
libraries to run the above tasks are displayed in Figure 4.
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Figure 9: Code Snippet of Model Without Tuning

Figure 10: Code Snippet of Model With Tuning
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